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Liver transplantation for hepatocellular carcinoma has proved to be a highly effective cure if the right
patient can be selected. Milan criteria has traditionally guided physicians toward appropriate liver allo-
cation but changes in clinical practice, patient populations and recent developments in biomarkers are
decreasing Milan criteria’s utility. At the same time, the literature has flooded with a diversity of new
criteria that demonstrate strong predictive power and are better suited for current clinical practice. In
this article, the utility of newly proposed criteria will be reviewed and important issues to improve future
criteria will be addressed in hopes of opening a discussion on how key questions surrounding criteria for
liver transplantation of hepatocellular carcinoma can be answered.
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Worldwide, liver cancer accounts for the fourth most frequent cause of cancer-related death and the sixth-highest
incidence among all cancer types [1]. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) makes up the majority of all primary liver
cancers and has been largely considered a surgically treated malignancy because of poor availability of effective
systemic therapy. To date, liver transplantation (LT) remains the best chance at cure because the carcinogenic
background in which the malignancy formed is removed [2]. Even though LT represents the gold standard therapy,
it is only available to a subset of patients with few and small tumors. In general, these patients are determined by
a cutoff called the Milan criteria (MC) which for the first time demonstrated that patients with one tumor up
to 5 cm or three tumors totaling less than 3 cm had acceptable survival and recurrence rate post-LT [3]. Since its
inception in 1996, MC has become the cornerstone of most liver allocation systems worldwide and ushered in an
era of assessing oncologic transplant candidacy through preset criteria. While MC was the first and is still the most
common criteria for determining LT candidacy, its utility has come under scrutiny. At the same time, an immense
number of newly proposed criteria have flooded the literature. In this article, the authors will summarize the current
utility of MC, investigate the utility of other important criteria, provide a summary of the data for a selected group
of proposed criteria and finally review considerations and key questions to improve the utility of future criteria.
While there are a number of well written articles that assess a wide verity of topics related to HCC risk assessment
in LT such as their use around the world [4] and optimal metrics for LT of HCC [5]. The goal of this article is
to leave the reader with a better understanding of the current utility of proposed criteria for HCC and enrich a
discussion on how the field can address critical questions surrounding these tools, to gain wider acceptance.

Milan criteria & its diminished utility
Prior to 1996, there was much debate about the utility of LT for primary liver cancers with early studies showing
poor overall survival and high recurrence rates [6–8]. In these studies, however, there was a subset of patients
that responded very well to LT and were effectively cured of their disease for an extended period of time. This
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finding indicated that maybe LT for HCC was a viable treatment option if the right patient could be selected.
One of the biggest challenges facing physicians attempting to transplant any oncology patient is the decreased
immunosurveillance from the use of required immunosuppression post-LT leading to high rates of recurrence.
This made selecting the right patient even more difficult in an era where little information was available on tumor
markers and biology. It was not until an Italian group from the National Cancer Institute at Milan conducted a
prospective trial on 48 cirrhotic patients with unresectable tumors that the concept of using tumor morphology
(tumor size and number) was definitively proven to be an effective selection criteria for LT of HCC [3]. In this
study, Mazzaferro et al. provided explant pathology which showed that patients with one tumor up to 5 cm or three
tumors, each totaling no more than 3 cm had superior recurrence rates and overall survival compared with patients
that had larger and/or more numerous tumors. This study established a simple criteria which could be applied
worldwide and to this day is still widely accepted as the benchmark for determining LT candidacy for patients with
HCC.

The significance of MC is highlighted by the fact that the original study by Mazzaferro et al. has been cited
well over 6000-times and that MC has been adopted by roughly 95% of countries as the main criteria used to
determine LT candidacy [4]. Even with all of its success, MC has its short comings. Only 5 years later, a single center
retrospective analysis showed that patients beyond MC could be transplanted with acceptable outcomes suggesting
that MC is too restrictive [9]. Clinical practice has also changed over the past 25 years. Most notably, there has
been an ever-increasing penetration of bridging locoregional therapy (LRT). Following LRT, some large tumors lie
quiescent whereas some smaller ones persist and progress despite similar treatments. These disparities have led to
the natural understanding that tumor morphology alone is not predictive of tumor biology [10,11]. There has also
been a shift in etiology leading to cirrhosis and eventual HCC. In the western world, the primary etiology driving
cirrhosis was HCV, but with increases in preventative measures and improvements in anti-viral therapy, HCV
rates have declined. Rises in obesity and metabolic syndrome including nonalcoholic fatty liver disease are now
projected to increase and may surpass other background etiologies leading to HCC [1]. In parallel, there has been
a greater understanding of biomarkers such as α-fetoprotein (AFP) and immune cells such as systemic neutrophil
activation/proliferation or tumor infiltrating T and B cells and their predictive power in HCC [12–17]. Finally, in
many countries that use MC, there are disparities in the allocation of precious livers between HCC and non-HCC
patients with an unfair advantage given to patients that are within MC [18,19]. This is especially true in the USA
where the United Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) has continuously attempted to update HCC LT policy
but has so far failed to abolish transplant discrepancies [20]. The most recent of these rules was the addition of an
AFP cutoff which excludes patients from exception points if their serum AFP is greater than 1000 unless there is a
response to LRT. These patchworks of policies, however, have made a system that is more cumbersome and entirely
reactionary rather than proactively thought out.

At this point, it is widely accepted that MC is not the best selection criteria and should be replaced [21,22]. For
the reasons listed above, there has been great interest and number of new criteria in the literature attempting to
safely extend beyond MC. The newly proposed criteria vary widely in the risk parameters they use, outcomes they
assessed and information they provide giving the field a diversity of novel risk assessment tools to choose from.
Outside of a few select countries, however, these criteria have not gained wide acceptance even though they are
more current and show superior predictive power than MC. Furthermore, many of the proposed allocation criteria
are not generalizable or have not undergone external validation which limits their utility and thus their application.

Proposed criteria & their utility
Over the past 25 years, our field has made huge advances in the discovery of predictive markers other than tumor
morphology which has improved the utility of newly proposed criteria. As shown in Figure 1, other factors such
as AFP levels [13,23–33], immune cell populations [26,34], biopsy results [23,30], Des-gamma-carboxy prothrombin [35]

and model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) [28,31,32] have all been applied to improve prognosticating how an
HCC patient will fair before or after LT. The most well-known and commonly used metric is AFP (Figure 1). AFP
levels have been known to be elevated in patients with HCC for many years [36] and clearly convey a survival benefit
in patients with lower concentrations [37]. This biomarker, however, is not predictive for all patients, especially those
with small tumors and well-compensated cirrhosis [38]. Further, even some tumors with bad biology do not produce
AFP which is deleterious to many scoring systems. Other biomarkers such as various immune cell populations,
which can easily be assessed through common labs, have also been tested and demonstrate predictive value [39]. It is
important to note, however, that there is question if systemic inflammatory markers are really predictive of tumor
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Figure 1. Summary of proposed criteria: characteristics of proposed criteria including type of output and metrics
used.
deMELD: Dropout equivalent model for end-stage liver disease; HALTHCC: Hazard associated with liver
transplantation for hepatocellular carcinoma; LRT: Locoregional therapy; MELD: Model for end-stage liver disease;
MELDEQ: Equivalent model for end-stage liver disease; Moral: Model of recurrence after liver transplantation; Retreat:
Risk estimation of tumor recurrence after transplant; TRAIN: Time, radiological response, alpha-fetoprotein and
inflammation score; TTV-AFP: Total tumor volume and alpha-fetoprotein; UCSF: University of California San Francisco.

biology and not confounded by other factors affecting systemic inflammation [40–42]. More useful populations of
tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes or activation profiling are unfortunately more center dependent and more difficult
to reproduce or generalize, which limits the applicability of immune cells as a whole in improving scoring system
utility. MELD score itself has also been included in a number of risk assessment tools. Including MELD may provide
important information on the overall fitness of the patient since many HCC patients develop their disease in the
background of cirrhosis. That being said, the majority of HCC patients are well compensated and transplanted with
low MELD scores, potentially diminishing the significance of this marker in risk assessment. Finally, some risk tools
use markers such as pathology results and Des-gamma-carboxy prothrombin, which are known to correlate with LT
outcomes, but may not be part of standard of care at many institutions and will thus limit their generalizability [23,43].

Response to LRT is becoming an increasingly recognized important marker of patient’s risk of recurrence and
survival post-LT [21]. With the organ shortage, the majority of patients undergoing LT in competitive regions end
up receiving some form of neo-adjuvant therapy prior to LT. The observed response to LRT (in tumor biomarkers,
such as AFP, or morphology, such as the modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors [mRECIST]) may
provide valuable information on tumor behavior. One study has shown that patients originally outside of MC that
are down staged with LRT to MC in, had similar post-LT outcomes to those that were never outside of MC [44].
The inclusion of response to LRT is being used in different ways for different risk assessment criteria. For example,
TRAIN score includes radiologic response to LRT as an independent variable in its risk calculation [26]. More
recently, a study showed that the inclusion of mRECIST, post neo-adjuvant therapy, in MetroTicket2.0 improved
its predictive value [45]. Other scores, such as Hazard Associated with Liver Transplantation for HCC (HALT-HCC),
do not included response to LRT as an outright variable in its calculation of risk, but instead found other ways
to integrate the information into assessing post-LT risk [46]. In all of these studies, patients that respond well to
LRT generally have better outcomes post-LT, highlighting its significance in predicting risk. It is important to
note, predictive tools in other forms of cancer have also used response post-treatment and demonstrated improved
predictive value over single time point analysis [47].

With many tools to choose from, the question of what exactly to include in a criteria to best determine LT
candidacy is up for debate. It is widely accepted that at minimum there must be a combination of tumor morphology
and tumor biology (most commonly assessed through serum markers such as AFP) [5,48]. This claim is supported by
the fact that the vast majority of newer proposed scores include a combination of tumor morphology and biology
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while older scores (Up-to-Seven, University of California San Francisco [UCSF] and Tokyo Criteria) only include
tumor morphology (Figure 1). To date, however, the authors do not know of a recent study that has, as its primary
purpose, compared the predictive value of various newly proposed criteria with different combinations of tumor
metrics against each other. Comparative utility analyses are sometimes provided in the original study describing a
new tool, but this method is biased since the dataset used to compare the tool is often the same one used to train
or recalibrate the proposed score. A study using an untested dataset with the primary end point of determining
the most predictive proposed tool is lacking and seriously needed to effectively determine which proposed score
contains the right combination of patient/tumor metrics.

The other major factor affecting the utility of newly proposed criteria is the information the score provides the
physician. The output of various criteria is either a categorical [9,23–26,29,30,34,35,49–51] (e.g., transplant or do not
transplant) or else a continuous output [13,28,31,32] (similar to MELD-Na) (Figure 1). There are advantages and
disadvantages to both approaches; for example, having a categorical output makes the decision to transplant much
easier because a yes or no answer is provided. However, the granularity of how one patient’s risk compared with
another is lost. Having a continuous output maintains this granularity but may make it more difficult to integrate
into current allocation systems that often provide MELD-Na exception points based off of a transplant/do not
transplant categorization. To highlight these issues, a few studies have investigated how newly proposed tools could
fit into current liver transplant policy while still providing as much information to providers as possible.

Two proposed tools that provide a continuous output (deMELD and MELDEQ) have investigated how a
continuous HCC score could integrate into current liver allocation systems using MELD exception points [28,32].
In both of these retrospective studies, tumor morphology, AFP and MELD were used to predict risk of all cause
waitlist dropout for HCC patients (Figure 1). The predicted risk was then matched with the predicted risk of
3-month dropout calculated by MELD in non-HCC patients to provide a new MELD score. Both studies showed
excellent predictive value for waitlist dropout in HCC patients (deMELD C-statistic = 0.73 and MELDEQ C-
statistic = 0.74). They were also able to demonstrate a potential decrease in the discrepancy between HCC and
non-HCC liver allocation. While the focus of these studies was on pre-LT outcomes, post-LT survival was also
assessed and increases in both scores were associated with risk of poorer post-LT outcomes [52]. Its critical to
remember however, that this would not be possible with any tool that yields a categorical output. Thus, these
studies highlight the potential of matching HCC and non-HCC risk of dropout to create a new continuous ‘HCC
MELD’ score that can integrate into current liver allocation. There are unsolved issues with this methodology. For
example, it is not hard to conceive a situation where a patient has a single small tumor and low AFP value with very
high MELD score. In this case, the patient’s true MELD score would be higher than their ‘HCC MELD’ score and
thus put them at a disadvantage. The question of whether to transplant the patient based on their MELD versus
‘HCC MELD’ is yet to be determined. Furthermore, the LT community has been transplanting patients based off
of a transplant/do not transplant scheme for many years and there is thus a lot of inertia that must be overcome
if a continuous tool is ever going to be taken seriously. Our suggestion is to hold a conference with all important
stakeholders and field experts where a consensus can be reached on needed future studies and terminology to
advance the field in coming years.

Summary of the data for a select group of proposed criteria
One of the first proposed criteria after MC was the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) criteria. UCSF
criteria has gained popularity around the world and has even replaced MC in some countries as the main tool
determining liver allocation for HCC [4]. The original UCSF study investigated 70 patients transplanted at their
single center between 1988–2000 and found that patients with a single lesion less then 6.5 cm or up to three
lesions less than 4.5 cm each with a total tumor diameter less then 8 cm had acceptable outcomes post-LT. In this
study, tumor size and number were determined by pathological analysis and not pre-LT imaging. This study found
that an AFP level >1000 ng/ml was predictive of post-LT mortality, but the authors did not include it in their
tool. For patients that met UCSF criteria, the 5-year survival rate post-LT was 80% compared with <50% in the
group that exceeded UCSF criteria [9]. This finding was then validated by a number of other external studies that
clearly demonstrated its superior utility over MC [53–55]. The use of this expanded criteria has also been estimated to
increase the indication of LT for HCC patients by 5–20% [48]. While this study has gained popularity, it still suffers
many of the same issues that face MC. For example, similar to MC, it was created in an era that had dramatically
different clinical practice, utilized nonpre-LT-accessible pathological results for tumor size and number and does
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Table 1. Each risk metric reviewed in this article and the calculation used to determine risk.
Risk metric Risk calculation Risk cutoff

UCSF criteria One lesion �6.5 cm or 3 lesions �4.5 cm each with a total tumor diameter �8 cm Meets criteria

French AFP
model

Largest tumor diameter (�3 cm = 0, 3–6 cm = 1 and �6 = 4 points) + number of lesions (1–3 = 0 and
�4 = 2 points) + AFP level (�100 = 0, 100–1000 = 2 and �1000 = 3 points)

Sum of points is less than or equal to
two

Up-to-Seven Number of lesions + largest lesion size (cm) Sum of calculation is less than seven

MetroTicket 2.0 Number of lesions + largest lesion size (cm) �7 and AFP �200 or number of lesions + largest lesion
size (cm) �5 and AFP �400 or number of lesions + largest lesion size (cm) �4 and AFP �1000

Meets criteria

HALT-HCC (1·27 × Tumor Burden Score) + (1·85 × lnAFP) + (0·26 × MELD-Na) Continous score without cutoff

MELDEQ (1:143 × Lab MELD) + (1.324 × log AFP) + (1.438 × lesion number) + (1.194 × lesion size [cm]) + c(t)
(where c(t) = -2/0.146 if WL time �6 months or -1/0.146 if WL time �6 months)

Continous score without cutoff

deMELD 37.8 + (1.9 x MELD) + (5.9 if lesion number �1) + (5.9 if AFP �400) + (21.2 if lesion size �1 cm) Continous score without cutoff

TRAIN 0.988 (if mRECIST is PD) + 0.838 (if AFP slope �15 ng/ml/month) + 0.452 (if NLR �5) - (0.03 x WL
time [months])

Sum of the points is less than one

Pre-Moral 3 (if largest lesion �3 [cm]) + 6 (if NLR �5) + 4 (if AFP �200) 0–2 is low risk, 3–6 is medium risk, 7–10
is high risk and 11–13 is very high risk

Retreat AFP at LT (0–20 = 0, 21–99 = 1, 100–999 = 2 and �1000 = 3 points) + microvascular invasion (2 points
if present) + sum of largest lesion and number of lesions (0 = 0, 1.1–4.9 = 1, 5–9.9 = 2 and �10 = 3
points)

No cutoff, risk is stratified by number of
points obtained

TTV-AFP Total lesion volume �115 cm3 and AFP �400 Meets criteria

Kyoto criteria Total lesion number �11 and all lesions �5 cm and DCP �400 mAU/ml Meets criteria

Toronto criteria No systemic symptoms and lesions not poorly differentiated Meets criteria

Grat et al. Meets UCSF and Up-to-Seven and has an AFP �100 Meets criteria

Tokyo criteria Five lesions with no lesion �5 cm Meets criteria

Also included is the cutoff point used in the original study.
DCP: Des-gamma-carboxy prothrombin; HALT-HCC: Hazard associated with liver transplantation for hepatocellular carcinoma; LT: Liver transplantation; MELD: Model for end-stage
liver disease; mRECIST: Modified response evaluation criteria in solid tumors; NLR: Neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio; PD: Progressive disease; TRAIN: Time, radiological response,
alpha-fetoprotein and inflammation score; TTV-AFP: Total tumor volume and alpha-fetoprotein; UCSF: University of California San Francisco; WL: Wait list.

not account for important markers of tumor biology. Despite these caveats, a later validation study using a more
modern cohort and pre-LT imaging was still able to establish UCSF criteria’s utility over MC [56].

In 2009, the Milan group proposed an update to MC called the Up-to-Seven criteria (sometimes referred to
as MetroTicket). In this study, data entered into an online survey from centers around the world was utilized to
investigate outcomes of patients transplanted beyond MC. At the end of the recruitment period, the study consisted
of 36 transplant centers with a total of 1556 patients transplanted from 1984–2006. It was found that the 5-year
overall survival rate for patients that met the Up-to-Seven criteria (sum of number of lesions plus the size of the
largest tumor is less then 7) was 71.2% which was similar to MC and other criteria at the time [49]. This can be
compared with the group of patients outside of Up-to-Seven which had a 5-year overall survival of only 48.1%.
Further validation of this criteria showed that it was generalizable and predictive of recurrence post-LT [57,58].
In 2018, Up-to-Seven (MetroTicket) was updated to MetroTicket 2.0. This updated version was created using
a competing risk regression model analyzing 1018 patients from three centers Italy and then validated with 341
patients from the same centers. The study found that the sum of tumor number and largest tumor size with the
addition of AFP was very predictive of overall survival, HCC specific survival and recurrence free survival [29]. It
is important to note that MetroTicket 2.0 was first a continuous score but was adjusted to provide a dichotomous
output later in the study (Up-to-Seven and AFP <200, Up-to-Five and AFP <400 or Up-to-Four and AFP <1000).
The study also showed that MetroTicket 2.0 was superior at predicting HCC specific survival (C-statistic = 0.72)
compared with AFP model, UCSF criteria, Up-to-Seven, MC and Shangai-Fudan.

The AFP model (sometimes referred to as the French AFP model) was one of the first criteria to integrate AFP
with tumor morphology. The AFP model was created using tumor size, number and AFP and a training dataset
consisting of 597 HCC patients who underwent LT between 1988 and 2001 at 16 centers across France. The
model was then validated on another dataset consisting of 474 HCC patients transplanted between 2003 and 2004
at 21 centers in France. The AFP model consists of a point system where patient with a sum of 2 points or less are
considered low risk and greater than 2 points are high risk (Table 1). The study found that patients considered low
risk by the AFP model had a 5-year overall survival of 67.8% (vs 47.5% p = 0.002) and 5-year recurrence rate of
8.8% (vs 50.6% p < 0.001) [24]. The results of this study have been validated in other patient populations thus
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proving its generalizability [59]. Shortly after the original study was published, France adopted the AFP model as its
HCC criteria for determining liver allocation. This adoption of a combined morphology/biology tool represents a
model for nations interested in rationally advancing patient care and is worthy of consideration and implementation
for other tools worldwide.

While the other criteria listed above have relied on tumor morphology and AFP to produce a categorical output,
the HALT-HCC is one of a few criteria that uses tumor morphology, AFP and MELD to produce a continuous
score assessing risk. HALT-HCC was originally estimated from a retrospective cohort of 420 patients transplanted
between 2002 and 2014 at a large single center in the USA and then validated using 13,717 patients from the
Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients. This tool showed excellent stratification of post-LT overall survival
and superior predictive power over all other proposed scores (despite a relatively lower C-statistic = 0.68 which
may be related to a highly heterogeneous study population). Further analysis showed that close to 30% of patients
transplanted outside of MC had similarly good prognosis to MC-in patients and surprisingly, 21% of patients
MC-in had similarly poor prognosis to MC-out patients based off of HALT-HCC scores [31]. In a follow-up study,
HALT-HCC was recalibrated with 4089 patients from 16 centers around the world and was found to demonstrate
superior predictive power for post-LT HCC recurrence as well as predictive explant pathological features like
microvascular invasion and poorly differentiation tumor component [60]. In a third study, response to LRT based
off of longitudinal HALT-HCC measure was tested to determine if it could predict waitlist dropout, post-LT
recurrence and overall survival. Results showed that HALT-HCC outperformed the gold standard response criteria,
mRECIST, in all three of these outcomes thus demonstrating its potential utility as an important prognostic tool
for determining liver allocation priority for patients on the waiting list [46].

Considerations to improve the utility of future scores
Even though there are many proposed criteria available, very few have gained acceptance and even fewer are being
utilized by governing organizations. Two main transplant governing bodies, UNOS (USA) and Eurotransplant
(seven countries in Europe), still endorse MC as the main criteria for determining whether an HCC patient can
receive a LT. There have, however, been a few countries that have adopted other criteria [4]. As stated above,
France created and has used the AFP model in conjunction with tumor, node and metastasis (TNM) classification
in the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging (AJCC) to determine MELD exception points [61]. Other
countries such as Russia, Australia/New Zealand and India have adopted the UCSF criteria. Why more countries
have not accepted new criteria is likely multifactorial. There are, however, two major issues that should be addressed
and will likely greatly increase the utility of future criteria. First, there needs to be a discussion on who receives
allocation priority within HCC patients and two, there needs to be improved validation and simulation tools to
assess and confirm the validity of a proposed criteria to address the complex challenges facing LT for HCC.

Mazzaferro et al. elegantly stated that one of the major obstacles facing a smooth HCC liver allocation system
is the availability of appropriate instruments to accurately determine how ‘oncologically sick’ a patient is or how a
tumor will respond to a given therapy [21]. As discussed in this review article, newly proposed criteria are becoming
increasing more powerful and providing a level of detailed information to a physician that was not possible even
10 years ago. This is especially true for continuous scores that can now allow for direct comparisons between
patients. The problem facing the LT community in 1996 can thus be seen from a different perspective. Instead of
determining who should not be given a liver based off of poor outcomes, it may not be long before we can ask “who
should not receive a transplant because they are not sick enough?”. With advances in LRT and large discrepancies
between allocation to HCC and non-HCC patients, this is becoming an even more important question that the
LT community must answer. Having an agreed upon strategy for liver allocation (sickest first vs greatest utility vs
hybrid) will guide future criteria on what metrics to include and the amount of weight to place on each. There are
clearly disadvantages and advantages to any allocation strategy, but a community wide discussion is really needed
to best determine how future criteria are utilized.

Virtually all proposed criteria discussed in this review article have relied on retrospective analysis to determine
their prognostic power and potential utility. While this methodology is easy and has provided some insight into the
utility of new criteria, it falls short of addressing the true complexity of the modern HCC allocation system. Using
this form of study, it is impossible for a researcher to ask if a new criteria could decrease the discrepancy between
HCC and non-HCC patients or how a criteria will change allocation across multiple regions. As we have learned
from MC, these are important questions that need to be answered. In non-HCC allocation, there are a number
of tools that have helped researchers answer these nuanced questions and effectively implement new policy. For
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example, in the USA, UNOS developed a computer modeling system called liver simulated allocation model using
Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients data that allows researchers to change transplant allocation policy and
see how organ offers, acceptance and waitlist times are affected. This program has been used to actually change
allocation policy in the United States [62,63]. Other independent researchers have also created other computer
modeling tools that have shaped UNOS policy [64]. Interestingly, none of these tools include information on HCC
patients. We suggest modification of the UNOS tool liver simulated allocation model to allow more complex cancer
allocation changes to be modeled. This simulation environment would then provide a universal framework through
which all proposed tools can be compared prior to the significant investment of time and resources represented
by allocation policy change. Furthermore, almost no prospective clinical trials are run testing how newly proposed
criteria will affect allocation. For a new criteria to be truly tested, much work needs to be done in the area of how
we actually test and confirm its utility. Based off of the adoption rate of newly proposed criteria, it is clear that
retrospective studies are no longer sufficient to convince the transplant community of their utility. Only when we
can actually simulate liver allocation will the true effects of a proposed criteria be realized.

Another challenge all future scores will have to address is the differences in liver transplantation between countries.
For example, in Asian countries there is a dominance of living donor liver transplantation over deceased donor,
which is more common in western countries [4]. There are also key differences in background etiology leading to
HCC by region [2]. A metric designed for one region of the world will likely underperform in a region different
from the one it was trained on. Using computer modeling or reevaluating newly proposed metrics on cohorts
representative of the region will be crucial for determining how a metric will perform. Metrics can then be adjusted
to that region to account for differences. It is important to note that having a continuous score makes this much
easier because ‘mathematical weights’ can be adjusted for each variable within the metric to reflect their importance
by region. This also highlights another value of computer modeling since adjustments can be done before a metric
is tested in a prospective trial.

Finally, central to an understanding of how future criteria can be improved is a deep respect for the questions
these tools are trying to answer. LT as a whole has long been a field intertwined with the ethics that accompany the
decision of whose life is worth saving with a limited resource. LT for HCC is no different. All future criteria will have
to address this question in a manner that is fair, evidence based and accounts for the opinions of all the important
stakeholders. As many studies have previously shown, there is a group of patients that will not benefit from LT [65].
This group is generally high risk and are better suited to receive other forms of therapies such as LRT or systemic
therapies that can provide prolongation of life without the use of a precious resource [66,67]. As stated above, it is
likely that future LT criteria will also be able to identify patients that are low risk for tumor progression. In this case,
these patients might be better suited for neo-adjuvant therapies and do not need expeditious transplantation. Also
central to the ethics of future HCC LT criteria is its integration into the MELD system for non-HCC patients. As
we have seen with exception point systems, there is a potential for one group to be at a disproportionate advantage
over the other [19,20]. Building a criteria that can be modified with adjustable mathematical weights will likely
abolish this discrepancy and provide fair allocation for all. Until organs are no longer a limited resource, the ethical
questions asked by LT for HCC will have to be addressed with agreed upon powerful risk assessment criteria.

Conclusion
Advances in the locoregional treatment of HCC have demonstrated that therapies can dramatically improve
patient’s lives without having to undergo LT [66,68,69]. While these advances are impressive, they are still far from
accomplishing what LT can provide the appropriate HCC patient. For the time being, this has cemented LT as
the best possible cure for HCC and it is thus imperative that as many HCC patients as possible have access to a
transplant. Crucial to this accessibility, however, is a deep understanding of who can actually benefit from such a
procedure and who is better suited with less invasive options. MC was the first to take on this difficult task in an
era where little resources were available to interrogate a tumor. It is commendable that MC has lasted as long as it
has and integrated into so many liver allocation systems around the world. Much has changed, however, since MC
was described and adopted. Changes in clinical practice, increased utilization of biomarkers and an understanding
that MC withholds many patients from a cure have all made this outdated criteria obsolete. As highlighted by this
review, the LT community knows this and has worked hard to produce and investigate an immense number of new
criteria. The literature has shown that many of these new criteria are superior to MC, better equipped for current
clinical practice and allow more patients access to a lifesaving procedure. Yet MC still remains dominant. With
further clarification of HCC allocation priority and improved validation models, the utility of proposed tools will
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likely be strengthened. These future considerations are important because the decision to replace MC is really up to
us. We are privileged that many countries have granted the transplant community the unique right to self-govern.
Our community has this right but with it a responsibility to take action in this, a new decade, to band together and
hold consensus meetings, improve simulation tools and take serious action on a dramatic overhaul of the allocation
system for LT for HCC. Until then, patients will continue to receive, or more importantly to not receive, life-saving
liver transplantation based off of a system that we all know desperately needs improvement.

Future perspective
Liver transplantation for HCC will likely be much different 10 years from now then it is today. The wide acceptance
that MC is no longer a sufficient risk assessment criteria will push researchers to develop powerful risk tools which
integrate a diversity of markers that ultimately improve transplant selection. It is possible that a new continuous
system, that steps away from exception point policy, will integrate seamlessly into the MELD system to minimize
the discrepancies between HCC and non-HCC allocation. It is also possible that these new powerful risk assessment
tools will allow for the creation of thresholds at the upper and lower bounds of risk. Candidates for LRT or novel
neoadjuvant therapies will then be identified and precious organs will be conserved for those that need them most.
We hope that this review highlights some of the steps that can be taken in the immediate time frame to improve
the likelihood that these changes happen in the future.

Executive summary

• Milan Criteria was the first and still the most widely used criteria for determining hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
liver transplant candidacy.

• Recently proposed criteria consider a wide variety of HCC factors outside of tumor morphology including serum
biomarkers (α-fetoprotein and Des-gamma-carboxy prothrombin), immune cell correlates and response to
locoregional therapies.

• The diversity of proposed metrics has demonstrated a number of options to replace or improve the utility of
Milan Criteria.

• There is a need for new large and international studies which focus on establishing the most useful
patient/tumor factors in untested datasets to minimize bias in determining the superior risk assessment tool.

• Computer modeling systems, such as liver simulated allocation model, should be updated to include HCC patients
and HCC allocation factors (e.g., tumor size and number and α-fetoprotein level) so future risk assessment tools
and policies can be tested and modeled.

• An added, often underappreciated benefit of continuous risk scoring tools is the potential to tell us who is not
sick enough (or put another way, oncologically advanced enough) to receive a liver transplant for their low-risk
cancer at this time.

• A consensus meeting with all important stakeholders is needed to determine future studies and terminology to
advance the field in coming years.
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